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Abstract

Rationale: Pulmonary nontuberculous mycobacteria (NTM)
disease is a chronic, nonreportable illness, making it difficult to
monitor. Although recent studies suggest an increasing prevalence of
NTMdisease in the United States, the incidence and temporal trends
are unknown.

Objectives: To describe incident cases and calculate the incidence
and temporal trends of pulmonary NTM disease in Oregon.

Methods:We contacted all laboratories performingmycobacterial
cultures on Oregon residents and collected demographic and
specimen information for patients with NTM isolated during 2007
to 2012. We defined a case of pulmonary NTM disease using the
2007 American Thoracic Society/Infectious Disease Society of
America microbiologic criteria. We used similar state-wide
mycobacterial laboratory data from 2005 to 2006 to exclude
prevalent cases from our calculations. We calculated annual
pulmonary NTM disease incidence within Oregon during 2007 to
2012, described cases demographically and microbiologically, and
evaluated incidence trends over time using a Poisson model.

MeasurementsandMainResults:We identified 1,146 incident
pulmonaryNTM cases in Oregon residents from 2007 to 2012. The
median age was 69 years (range, 0.9–97 yr). Cases were more likely
female (56%), but among patients less than 60 years old, disease
was more common in male subjects (54%). Most (86%) were
Mycobacterium avium/intracellulare cases; 68 (6%) were
Mycobacterium abscessus/chelonae cases. Although not
statistically significant, incidence increased from 4.8/100,000 in
2007 to 5.6/100,000 in 2012 (P for trend, 0.21). Incidence increased
with age, to more than 25/100,000 in patients 80 years of age or
older.

Conclusions: This is the first population-based estimate of
pulmonary NTM disease incidence in a region within the United
States. In Oregon, disease incidence rose slightly during 2007 to
2012, and although more common in female individuals overall,
disease was more common among male individuals less than
60 years of age.
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Nontuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) are
ubiquitous environmental organisms that
cause chronic lung infection. To date,
pulmonary NTM disease has not been
reportable in the United States, making
estimates of disease incidence and trends
in incidence difficult to determine. Our
previous statewide laboratory surveillance
project in Oregon showed that 75% of all

NTM disease is pulmonary and found the
annualized prevalence of pulmonary NTM
disease to be 5.6/100,000 in 2005 to 2006 (1).
Other investigators examining long-term
disease prevalence trends concluded that
the prevalence increased 2 to 6% per year in
Ontario, Canada from 1998 to 2010 and the
Western United States from 1994 to 2006
(2, 3). Pulmonary NTM disease is chronic,

so prevalence estimates will overestimate
the incidence of new cases by an unknown
margin. To date, no studies have reported
the population-based incidence of NTM
disease.

The current American Thoracic Society
(ATS)/Infectious Disease Society of America
(IDSA) clinical case definition for
pulmonary NTM disease includes
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a combination of symptoms, characteristic
radiographic findings, and microbiological
criteria (4). Because NTM diagnosis
requires a positive laboratory culture for
diagnosis, laboratory-based surveillance is
a valuable tool for measuring the incidence
of this increasingly important disease. Our
prior work validated the microbiologic
criteria alone as having high positive
predictive value (86%) for patients with
pulmonary disease, suggesting that
laboratory culture data could be used for
surveillance purposes (5). Accordingly,
within a special public health surveillance
project, we used Oregon statewide
laboratory data from 2007 to 2012 to
estimate pulmonary disease incidence and
its trends over time as well as to describe
the demographic and microbiologic
characteristics of incident disease in
population-based setting. Preliminary
results from this study were previously
reported in the form of an abstract (6).

Methods

We contacted all laboratories processing
mycobacterial specimens from Oregon
residents (N = 17): 13 labs performing acid-
fast bacillus culture in Oregon and 4 out-of-
state reference microbiology laboratories
that process Oregon patient samples. For
positive NTM culture results from January
1, 2007 through December 31, 2012 we
requested: patient name, date of birth or
age, address or county and zip code
of residence, species isolated, date of
collection, and specimen site of isolation
from these laboratories. We considered
Mycobacterium gordonae species to be
a contaminant and excluded these reports
from analysis. Isolates from an unknown
source were also excluded.

NTM Case Definition
We defined pulmonary NTM cases using the
microbiological criteria of the 2007 ATS/
IDSA guidelines (4). Pulmonary cases had
a single NTM isolate from bronchoscopy,
bronchoalveolar lavage, lung tissue, or
pleural fluid, or two positive sputum or
unspecified respiratory cultures. Noncases
had a single positive sputum culture
for a distinct species. We reported
Mycobacterium chelonae when identified;
otherwise we combined Mycobacterium
abscessus/chelonae and M. abscessus
into M. abscessus/chelonae complex.

Mycobacterium fortuitum complex includes
allM. fortuitum and M. fortuitum/chelonae.
Cases were considered incident in the year
they met the case definition. Patients
meeting case criteria within 2005 to 2006
were excluded from incidence calculations
using 2007 to 2012 data.

Statistical Analyses
We described the age, sex, and species
characteristics of incident cases and
noncases. We calculated the overall annual
incidence (number of new cases in a given
year divided by the midyear population)
for 2007 to 2012, using all reports from 2005
to 2012. The overall and age-, sex-, and
county-specific population of Oregon from
2007 to 2012 were downloaded from the
Portland State University Population
Research Center (7). We evaluated trends
and calculated age- and sex-specific
incidence. We also calculated an incidence
rate age-adjusted to the 2000 Standard U.S.
population (8). To directly compare with
our results from 2005 to 2006, where we
were only able to calculate a prevalence
measure based on 2 years of data, we
calculated a similar measure using data
from 2011 to 2012 only and ignored all data
before the time period. For geographical
incidence estimates, patients with zip codes
were assigned to a county, and those
missing county or zip code were assigned
the county of the clinic where they were
cultured. One laboratory in Central Oregon
was unable to provide an address, county,
or state of residence for patient isolates, but
this laboratory is located more than 120
miles from any state border, and we
assumed that all such isolates came from
Oregon residents and assigned them the zip
code of the laboratory. The state is divided
into two geographically distinct regions,
with the Cascade Mountains running north
to south and separating a more humid
western half of the state with a high and
arid eastern half. Incidence rates were
calculated for each region, for comparison
to our previous results (1, 9).

All data were imported into SAS 9.3
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) for analysis.
We compared demographics between cases
and noncases using the Wilcoxon rank
sum test (age) and Chi-square test (sex).
Standard 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
were calculated for incidence, and a Poisson
model was fit using a log link for the
temporal trend analysis. The study was
considered public health practice by the

Oregon Health Authority and conducted
under OAR 333-019-0005.

Results

Laboratory Reporting
All 17 laboratories were able to provide
results from 2007 to 2012. We identified
2,344 patients with 3,962 positive NTM
cultures over the 6-year period. Of the 3,962
results, 100 (2.5%) had an unknown or
excluded specimen source, and 507 (12.8%)
were extrapulmonary, leaving 3,355 (84.7%)
pulmonary culture results to evaluate. We
received up to 25 positive culture results per
patient, although 1,611 (68%) had only one
positive. Two laboratories were missing
data from 2007 and 2008. One reported
a single positive result during 2010 to 2012
(corresponding to 0 cases), and the other
laboratory accounted for only 2.8 to 3.9% of
samples and 3.7 to 4.5% of total pulmonary
cases 2010 to 2012.

Case Identification and
Demographics
We identified 1,146 incident pulmonary
cases. The median age of cases was 69 years
(range 0.9–97 yr), and overall female cases
accounted for 56% of all cases (Table 1).
Among the 1,146 cases, 660 (57.6%)
were identified from a pulmonary
bronchoalveolar lavage sample; 486 (42.4%)
cases were identified from two sputum
samples. The two sputum samples used to
meet case criteria were taken a median of
8 days apart (range, 0–1,647 d), and 21
cases (1.8%) had positive isolates collected
more than 2 years apart. Eight patients did
not meet the pulmonary case definition
despite two positive sputum cultures
because they had two different species
identified. An additional 798 patients had
806 species-specific single positive sputum
cultures during the study period and did
not meet the case definition. These patients
were younger (median age, 66 yr) and less
likely to be female (50%) compared with
cases (Table 1). We had no access to
information regarding negative cultures,
and it is unknown whether such patients
had further microbiologic evaluation.

Mycobacterial Species
M. avium/intracellulare complex (MAI)
species were the most common isolates
among patients who met NTM case criteria
(Table 1) and were associated with 85.7% of
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cases. Rapid growers (M. abscessus/chelonae
complex, M. fortuitum complex, M.
chelonae) caused 8.1% of pulmonary cases.
Twenty-four (2.1%) patients met the case
definition for two NTM species. Of these 24
dual-infected cases, 22 had MAI, with 15
(62.5%) also infected with M. abscessus/
chelonae complex, 3 (12.5%) also infected
with M. chelonae, and 4 also infected with
other species (16.7%): Mycobacterium
lentiflavum, Mycobacterium timonense,
M. fortuitum, and Mycobacterium xenopi.
The other two were dually infected
with Mycobacterium nonchromogenicum/
M. fortuitum andM. abscessus/M. lentiflavum.
The diversity of species identified included
10 species associated with at least two cases
and 11 additional species associated with
one case each. Among the noncases with

a single sputum culture (Table 1), 82.8%
were MAI, 7.7% were rapid growers,
and the following additional species
were each isolated from a single
patient: Mycobacterium bohemicum,
Mycobacterium mageritense, Mycobacterium
malmoense, Mycobacterium porcinum
complex, and Mycobacterium septicum.

Incidence over Time
The annual incidence of pulmonary NTM
disease increased from 4.8/100,000 in 2007
to 5.6/100,000 in 2012, although this
increase was not statistically significant
(increase of 2.2% per year, P for trend =
0.21) (Figure 1). The trend was similar for
MAI incidence, but M. abscessus/chelonae
complex incidence was variable (range
0.1/100,000 in 2010 to 0.5/100,000 in 2011)

(Figure 2). The overall average annual
incidence of pulmonary NTM disease
during 2007 to 2012 was 5.0/100,000 (95%
CI, 4.6–5.3), and the age-adjusted average
annual incidence was 3.8/100,000 (95% CI,
3.2–4.4). By region, average disease
incidence from 2007 to 2012 was 5.1/
100,000 (95% CI, 4.4–5.8) in Western
Oregon and 4.2/100,000 (95% CI, 3.6–4.8)
in Eastern Oregon (P = 0.2 for comparison).
Using data from 2011 to 2012 only, we
calculated the annualized prevalence to
be 5.9/100,000 (95% CI, 5.4–6.5) for
pulmonary NTM disease, compared with
5.6/100,000 (95% CI, 5.0–6.1) in 2005
to 2006 as we previously reported
(P = 0.6) (1).

The proportion of cases that were
female increased with age from 42% in
patients less than 50 years old to 64% in
patients 80 years or older (Table 2). Age-
and sex-specific incidence rates during 2007
to 2012 are presented in Table 2 and
Figure 3. Male individuals less than 60 years
of age had a higher incidence rate of
pulmonary NTM, although rates remained
low, whereas women aged at least 60 years
of age had higher incidence rates. The
highest rates in both men and women
occurred in those aged 80 years old or
greater (30/100,000 in female cases and
28/100,000 in male cases).

Discussion

We report here the first population-based
estimate of pulmonary NTM disease
incidence from a region within the United
States. In Oregon, we observed a slight
increase in the incidence of pulmonary
disease during 2007 to 2012, with the vast
majority of disease due to MAI. Although
prior studies and our current study have
documented a female predominance of
disease, we have found that incident disease
in patients less than age 60 years is actually
slightly more common among male
subjects. Among both male and female
subjects, we observed marked increased in
disease incidence with older age.

The incidence of pulmonary NTM in
Oregon increased gradually between 2007
and 2012. Two recent large epidemiologic
studies of pulmonary NTM in North
America have evaluated disease prevalence
over time, with comparable results. In
Ontario, Canada, Marras and colleagues

Table 1. Patient characteristics and species of mycobacteria associated with incident
pulmonary nontuberculous Mycobacterium cases (N = 1,146) and noncases (N = 806),
Oregon 2007 to 2012

Incident Cases*
(N = 1,146)

Noncases*
(N = 806)

P Value

Age, median (range), yr 69 (0–97) 66 (4–95) 0.002
Female sex, % 55.7 49.6 0.02
Mycobacterium species
Mycobacterium avium/intracellulare complex 982 (85.7) 667 (82.8)
Mycobacterium abscessus chelonae
complex†

68 (5.9) 33 (4.1)

Mycobacterium chelonae 14 (1.2) 6 (0.7)
Mycobacterium kansasii 14 (1.2) 6 (0.7)
Mycobacterium lentiflavum 12 (1.0) 8 (1.0)
Mycobacterium fortuitum complex† 10 (0.9) 23 (2.9)
Mycobacterium xenopi 3 (0.3) 2 (0.2)
Mycobacterium immunogenum 2 (0.2) 3 (0.4)
Mycobacterium kumamotonense 2 (0.2) 1 (0.1)
Mycobacterium paraffinicum 2 (0.2) 1 (0.1)
Mycobacterium nebraskense 1 (0.1) 4 (0.5)
Mycobacterium arupense 1 (0.1) 2 (0.2)
Mycobacterium mucogenicum/phocaicum 1 (0.1) 2 (0.2)
Mycobacterium porcinum complex — 2 (0.2)
Other‡ 35 (3.1) 46 (5.7)

Definition of abbreviations: ATS = American Thoracic Society; IDSA = Infectious Disease Society of
America; NTM= nontuberculous mycobacteria.
Results are no. (%) unless otherwise noted. P value for age calculate using Wilcoxon rank sum test
and sex using Chi-square test.
*Cases meeting 2007 ATS/IDSA laboratory case definition: NTM detected in two sputum samples
(same species) or one of any other lung or pleural fluid; noncases had a single positive sputum
culture. Patients may contribute multiple case/noncase episodes for different species.
†M. chelonae/abscessus complex is all M. abscessus and M. chelonae/abscessus; M. fortuitum
complex is all M. fortuitum and M. fortuitum/chelonae.
‡Other species associated with NTM cases: 26 “Mycobacterium species” not identified and one
case each of Mycobacterium chlorophenolicum, Mycobacterium flavescens, Mycobacterium
frederiksbergense, Mycobacterium holsaticum, Mycobacterium kubicae, Mycobacterium
nonchromogenicum, Mycobacterium parascrofulaceum, Mycobacterium terrae complex,
Mycobacterium timonense; among noncases other species include 38 “Mycobacterium species” and
one each of Mycobacterium alvei, Mycobacterium bohemicum, Mycobacterium heckeshornense,
Mycobacterium interjectum, Mycobacterium mageritense, Mycobacterium malmoense,
Mycobacterium septicum, and M. terrae complex.
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identified an increasing prevalence of
respiratory NTM isolates as well as
pulmonary NTM disease in the last 10 to
15 years, despite a possible leveling off of
disease prevalence at the end of the study in
2010 (2). The annual prevalence of NTM
pulmonary disease increased from 4.9/
100,000 in 1998 to a peak of 10.7 in 2009,
which is slightly higher than our current
prevalence estimate (2). Prevots and
colleagues calculated change in NTM
disease prevalence within two large Health
Maintenance Organization populations in
California and Washington and observed
2.6 and 2.9% increases in NTM prevalence

in women and men, respectively, between
1994 and 2006 (3). This increase in
prevalence was similar to the 2.2% annual
increase in incidence observed within our
study. The age-adjusted annual prevalence
was 5.5/100,000 at all four sites included in
the Prevots and colleagues study, with rates
varying from 1.4/100,000 to 6.7/100,000 by
site (3). Our average age-adjusted incidence
falls in this range.

To better compare with our calculated
annual prevalence in 2005 to 2006 within
our prior study in Oregon, we calculated an
annualized prevalence measure for 2011 to
2012. This estimate was 5% higher for

pulmonary disease in 2011 to 2012
compared with our prior study (1).
Considering that patients with NTM may
not be repeatedly cultured, or convert
to culture negative with treatment, the
increase in prevalence is notable, although
it did not reach statistical significance (4).
As with other chronic diseases, increasing
prevalence over time suggests that disease
incidence is rising and/or individuals are
living longer with their disease.

Several reasons have been proposed
to explain the increasing incidence and
prevalence of NTM disease, including a true
increase in disease, an increase in awareness
of NTM, increases in underlying risk factors,
and improved laboratory and imaging
diagnostics (10–12). However, in Ontario
the increasing prevalence between 2003 and
2008 is not explained by aging or an
increase in chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease or other risk factors (11). In our
study, we were able to explore whether
increasing incidence was explained by
surveillance bias, either due to increased
numbers of patients being cultured for
NTM or additional follow up of those with
a single positive sputum culture. Although
the total number of NTM-positive
pulmonary cultures per year increased 4%
per year (P for trend, 0.001, data not
shown), the number of patients with
isolates was stable (increasing 1.2% per yr,
P for trend = 0.29), suggesting the increase
in positive isolates represents closer
monitoring of prevalent cases. In addition,
there was no corresponding decrease in the
number of patients with a single NTM
sputum culture, at least after 2007 (isolation
rate, 4.3/100,000 population), with stable
isolation rates varying between 3.2 and
3.5/100,000 population.

In the last 40 years, the epidemiology of
pulmonary NTM disease in the United
States has changed. The disease was first
described inmen and for years believed to be
more common in this group, likely due to its
close association with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease and smoking (13–16).
Our study in 2005 to 2006 identified
a higher disease prevalence in women (1, 9)
and provided evidence for the anecdotal
reports from various treatment centers
suggesting disease was in fact more
prevalent in women, particularly in
association with bronchiectasis (17, 18).
However, in our present study evaluating
annual disease incidence, we observed
disease to be more common in male cases
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Figure 1. Observed incidence rate of pulmonary nontuberculous Mycobacterium disease per
100,000 population, Oregon 2007 to 2012.
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Figure 2. Observed incidence rates of Mycobacterium avium/intracellulare complex (MAI) and
Mycobacterium abscessus/chelonae complex pulmonary nontuberculous Mycobacterium disease
per 100,000 population, Oregon 2007 to 2012.
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among individuals less than age 60 years.
After this age cut-off, disease rates
increased rapidly for both sexes, becoming
more common in women, with the most
pronounced difference between the sexes
during their 70s. Incidence rates reached
30/100,000 in women and 28/100,000 in
men over age 80 years.

Prevots and colleagues reported similar
patterns, with annual disease prevalence
rates reaching 60/100,000 in women over
age 80 years (3). In Ontario in 2008, the
prevalence of MAI was similarly higher for
male individuals less than 50 years old (11).
The reasons for a higher risk for older
women are not well understood but may be
related to different rates of underlying age-
related disease that are associated with
NTM disease, including bronchiectasis and
rheumatoid arthritis (5, 10, 12, 17, 19).
Differential survival between the two sexes

may play a role, as men with NTM are
more likely to have chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease–related disease with
cavitation and diminished survival relative
to women, who typically have noncavitary
disease (5, 10). This could potentially
explain why disease is less common among
men in the older age groups. Differences in
care-seeking behavior between men and
women, as well as diagnostic bias, might
also contribute to our observations and
deserve further study.

We observed 20 different species
associated with cases over the 6-year period
in Oregon, compared with 14 in 2005 to
2006 (1). Treatment is species specific, so is
it important to pursue additional testing to
ensure isolates are fully identified by the
laboratory. The percentage of MAI cases
(86 vs. 84% previously) was similar to the
previous study, as was the percentage

represented by more rare species. Two
percent of patients met the case criteria for
two NTM species, and more than 90% of
these included MAI. The overall percentage
of cases associated with M. abscessus/
chelonae complex was higher in the current
study (7 vs. 3% in 2005–2006). Although
rare, we observed up to 19 M. abscessus/
chelonae cases in a single year in the current
study (incidence rate, 0.5/100,000), which is
more than twice as many cases as identified
in 2005 to 2006 combined. The reasons
for this increase are unknown, but
M. abscessus/chelonae cases represent
a group of patients with disease that is often
difficult to manage (4). M. lentiflavum (11
cases, 1%) was a notable species that was
not present in 2005/2006. Reasons for
M. lentiflavum’s arrival are unclear but
could represent differences in laboratory
techniques regarding specifies recovery
or identification or could represent
changes within the environment. Oregon
also continues to see relatively few
Mycobacterium kansasii and M. xenopi
cases, which are associated with disease in
other regions of the United States (4).

The strengths of our study are the use of
a validated mechanism to identify cases of
NTM and 8 years of population-based
laboratory surveillance data. We confirmed
using our data that very few prevalent cases
were likely counted as incident, given that
fewer than 1.5% of cases identified in 2005 to
2006 would have met the case definition
subsequently. In addition, we believe we
have likely underestimated the true disease
incidence. Although a small percentage
of cases identified in our study could
be misclassified due to our use of the
microbiologic criteria alone (we were unable
to review clinical records to verify patients
met the full ATS/IDSA disease criteria
consisting of symptoms, radiographic
changes, and the microbiologic criteria) (5),
this was likely balanced or outweighed by
a lack of sensitivity in our case finding. We
suspect many patients with NTM disease
are undiagnosed, as some patients do not fit
the either of the typical profiles (middle-
aged male smoker with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease or older, thin woman,
“Lady Windermere”) or they have minimal
symptoms and do not seek care (4, 20, 21).
In addition, the pulmonary case definition
requires two sputum samples, but some
patients with a positive culture might not
be recultured and given the opportunity to
meet disease criteria. It is likely that at least

Table 2. Age- and sex-stratified cases and incidence per 100,000 population of
pulmonary nontuberculous Mycobacterium disease, Oregon 2007 to 2012

Age Group (yr) Male
Cases

Female
Cases

%
Female

Male
Incidence

Female
Incidence

0–49 52 38 42.2 1.0 0.8
50–59 57 54 48.6 5.4 4.8
60–69 73 97 57.1 9.0 11.2
70–79 81 123 60.3 19.6 25.8
801 65 113 63.5 28.0 30.0

Cases meeting 2007 American Thoracic Society/Infectious Disease Society of America laboratory
case definition: nontuberculous mycobacteria detected in two sputum (same species) or one of any
other lung or pleural fluid.
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Figure 3. Average annual age- and sex-specific incidence of pulmonary nontuberculous
Mycobacterium disease in Oregon, 2007 to 2012.
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some of the 806 (about 134 per yr) single
positive sputum results are undiagnosed
cases. These patients were slightly more
likely to have M. fortuitum complex or
rare or unspeciated results, but a similar
large majority (82%) isolated MAI or
M. abscessus/chelonae (4%) that are likely
clinically significant. Our prior work
suggests that just over 50% of respiratory
cultures with acid-fast bacillus (other than
M. gordonae) represent true NTM disease
(5). Furthermore, we were unable to
account for residents who might have

moved out of state or died after giving
their first positive sputum culture result.
Last, two laboratories were missing data
for the earliest years within our project,
making it likely that not all cases were
reported.

In summary, we estimated the
population-based incidence of pulmonary
NTM disease in Oregon and showed that it
was relatively stable but increased slightly
during a 6-year period from 2007 to 2012.
Further work is needed to better understand
the natural history of pulmonary NTM

disease, underlying risk factors, and
clinical relevance of the microbiological
definition, particularly for rare species other
than MAI and M. abscessus/chelonae
complex. n
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